Ilona Selke is the best-selling international author five books on the topic of goal setting, personal empowerment, dolphins and spirituality.

She has run a TV Show on Woman’s Broadcast TV Network, as a woman’s empowerment expert. Ilona Selke is the creator and CEO of LIVING FROM VISION www.ilonaselke.online dedicated to teach the power of consciousness.

Her high-impact LIVING FROM VISION TRAINING has inspired and empowered thousands of men and women to pursue their personal and professional passions and move beyond the board room to become CEOs, and leaders in their field.

INTERVIEW TOPICS:
- Training your Intuition
- Shifting your Reality in the Quantum Matrix
- Learning to Access the Quantum Matrix
- Whole Brain Thinking - The way to Turbo Charge your Goals / Dreams
- Self-Healing through Meditation
- Living in a Holographic Universe
- Spirit Vacation - Standing In Your Power & Purpose from Self Doubt to Success!
- Telepathic Communication with your Pet

PRAISE FOR ILONA SELKE:
“Your seminars have completely changed my life.” B. B. Germany

With this course I became the top salesman of the company. Everyone wanted to know how I had done it! I was asked to give a speech about it.” Gary, Salesperson, Chicago, USA

“I needed A LOT of money to keep my company afloat. Then I did the Living From Vision Course through my daily work with the APP. In the 3rd week I had miracles happen. ALL of the money I needed manifested in the most amazing way. I am recommending this course to all of my employees.” Dr. M.B.

BOOKING INFORMATION:
On-line INTERVIEW: Free of charge upon agreement
USE CALENDLY: https://calendly.com/ilonaselke
Keynote Address - $5,000
Full-day Seminar (up to 8 hours) - $8,000
Transportation, round-trip airfare and hotel accommodations are required for booking.

CONTACT INFO:
OFFICE: +1 360 387 5713 PST
WhatsApp: +6287 86 248 3062
Email: office@ilonaselke.com
Twitter | Facebook